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Writing

Lesson Objective
In this lesson you will practice writing a body paragraph. This is the meat 
of your paper or essay. You’ll learn how to form topic sentences and write 
transitional phrases. Let’s start by thinking about sandwiches...

Writing Warm-Up
Get a blank piece of paper and freewrite for  
five minutes about sandwiches or hamburgers.  
What makes a sandwich or hamburger delicious? 
What’s your favorite kind of sub or sandwich?

Vocabulary Preview
Match these words to their correct definitions.

a) 

b) 

c) 

d) 

e) 

f) 

g) 

h) 

i) 

j) 

already mentioned or suggested, not necessary

flows well from one place to the next

a general principle or guideline

a few words that connect a section of writing to another

proof that supports a point or statement

to state one’s personal viewpoint

doesn’t flow smoothly, rough

a reference used and formally noted

related to a statement, opposite of interrogative (a question)

a person’s review or reference, an observer’s account

transitional phrase

evidence

choppy

smooth

declarative

take a stand

testimonial

rule of thumb

citation

redundant

  1. 

  2.

  3.

  4. 

  5. 

  6. 

  7. 

  8. 

  9. 

  10. 

1.  What kind of sandwich did you write about?

2.  Share an example of what goes into a good sandwich. 

3. How can an essay be like a paragraph or sandwich? 
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Components of Body Paragraphs

Main Components

A single body paragraph should  
only contain the following parts: 

a) a transition from the previous paragraph 
b)  a topic sentence containing the main idea (may 

be combined into one sentence with a transition) 
c) a few sentences containing supporting evidence 
d) analysis of the evidence
e) a summary sentence (optional)  

The middle of an essay is often described as the meat of a sandwich or 
burger. It’s also like the body (torso) of a person. You can’t live without  
your heart and lungs. A traditional five-paragraph essay typically has  
three body paragraphs. This is a guideline, not a rule. 

TASK 2

Read the following body paragraph. This paragraph 
comes immediately after an introductory paragraph. 

In the US, approximately 15,000 children are  
hospitalized each year due to secondhand smoke 
exposure. Secondhand smokers are children or adults 
who inhale smoke from other smokers. Thousands of 
non-smokers die from lung cancer in the US each year. 
Prohibiting smoking in public places improves the  
health of smokers and non-smokers. 

Which components from the list to the left  
are missing? Which components are included?

a)
b)
c)

Did you know...

Unnecessary writing is also known  as “fluff”. 
Editors and readers use this word to describe 
unnecessary text in fiction, too. A paragraph 
may have too many details. It may also have too 
many long words. Sometimes an entire book is 
described as “fluff”.

Main Idea

Each body paragraph should 
focus on a single main idea. This 
is sometimes called the controlling 
idea. The main idea is a subtopic 
of your thesis. Each main idea 
should be mentioned briefly 
in your introduction. 

TASK 1

Imagine you are going to write an essay on the dangers of smoking.  
Think of three separate dangers that you could base a whole  
paragraph on. Write your ideas in point form.

1. 

2. 

3. 

d)
e)
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Components of Body Paragraphs, continued

 Transitions

In a well-organized essay, the end of one paragraph and the beginning 
of the next paragraph connect together. If the writing doesn’t connect, it 
feels choppy. Writing that flows well is easier to read than choppy writing. 
Connections are important between paragraphs and within paragraphs.

 Transitions Between Paragraphs

A new paragraph does not mean a new mini essay. All of your paragraphs 
belong to the same whole. One way to connect a previous paragraph to 
a new one is to highlight an important point that you previously made. 
This helps readers pay attention to what’s important. Another way is to 
use repeated words or synonyms mentioned previously. Note how a tour 
guide does this: 

Tour Guide: “And that takes us to the end of the Jurassic period exhibit. 
We’re going to move into the east wing now, so please follow me.“ Tourists 
follow and walk. Transition begins. “Like the Jurassic dinosaurs, creatures 
from the Cretaceous period had to deal with hot and humid conditions.”

TASK 3

Imagine a tour guide is taking tourists on a mountain hike. All of the hiking 
has been uphill until now. Now it’s time to head downhill. Come up with 
a line for guiding the tourists down the mountain. The tour guide’s line 
should offer a smooth transition from a previous part of the tour. Think 
of a connected idea such as “safety tips” that a tour guide might use. 
Work together as a class. Can you think of a few possible transitions that 
the tour guide could use to begin the descent?
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Components of Body Paragraphs, continued

Topic Sentences

Your topic sentence identifies the main point of a 
paragraph. A topic sentence is usually a declarative 
sentence. Ask yourself this question before you write 
it: What point am I trying to make in this paragraph?  
Your answer is your topic sentence. This sentence 
may or may not be the first sentence of a paragraph. 
If it is the first sentence, it should be combined 
with a transitional phrase. It may also come after 
a transitional sentence. The transitional sentence 
acts as a bridge. 

Each topic sentence must be  
connected to your main thesis.

Example 1: The Dangers of Smoking
As well as being a danger to a smoker’s own  
health, cigarette smoking poses a danger to others. 
Secondhand smoke is linked to health problems in  
non-smoking children and adults. 

Example 2: Cloth Diapers Vs. Disposables
In addition to caring for their baby’s health, parents 
who choose cloth diapers have their child’s future in 
mind. Cloth diapering is a more eco-friendly choice than 
diapering with disposables. 

TASK 4

Go back to TASK 1 and write your point form ideas as topic sentences.

1.  

2.  

3. 

Transitions Between Ideas

Maintaining a connection is just as important within 
a paragraph. In English, there are a number of words 
and expressions designed specifically for this purpose. 
Some are one-word adverbs, called conjunctive 
adverbs. Others are multi-word transitional phrases. 

Different transitional expressions are used for 
different purposes. They can be placed in a variety of 
places within a sentence. A transitional phrase used at 
the beginning of a sentence is followed by a comma. 
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Components of Body Paragraphs, continued

Transitions Chart

BUILD IDEAS SHOW TIME COMPARE CONTRAST GIVE EXAMPLES

in addition meanwhile similarly on the other hand for instance

furthermore subsequently likewise in spite of this/that to illustrate

moreover following that by/in comparison unlike for example

of equal importance previously at the same time however such as

CLARIFY  
OR REFRAME INTENSIFY SHOW RESULTS SHOW ORDER CONCLUDE

in other words above all consequently first finally

again furthermore therefore from there overall

as mentioned naturally as a result eventually in conclusion

in short undoubtedly hence gradually in summary

EXAMPLE SENTENCES USING TRANSITIONS: 

•	 As mentioned, secondhand smoke  
has been linked to a variety of cancers. 

• Your knees, for example, take a hard beating 
when you hike downhill. (Note that this comma 
offsets unessential words.)

•	 At the same time, many girls who played  
with Barbies showed few signs of having a  
negative body image in adulthood. 

• Taking into account the environmental  
factors is of equal importance.

TASK 5 

Find a partner. Spend some time studying this chart. 
Take turns quizzing each other. Partner A looks at the 
chart and asks the questions below about certain 
words or phrases. Partner B puts the chart away 
and answers without looking. Switch roles.

1.  Spell a transitional word or phrase.  
(e.g., Spell “furthermore”.) 

2.  Classify a word or phrase. (e.g., Q. What  
do we use “in spite of” for? A. To contrast.)

3.  Use a transitional word or phrase in a  
sentence.  (e.g., Use “naturally” in a sentence.) Overkill: Carefully placed transitions in a piece  

of writing are important. Don’t be tempted to 
overuse them. This is called “overkill”. The trick  
is to use a variety of transitions naturally as you 
would in speaking.
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Components of Body Paragraphs, continued

Evidence

When you write a topic sentence, you take a stand. 
You declare a general fact, argument, or personal 
opinion in writing. The next thing to do is back up your 
claim with evidence. You will need facts, testimonials, 
statistics, quotations, or real-life examples to prove 
your point to your reader. 

In the transitions chart on page 5, you’ll find a number 
of transitional phrases that you can use in this part of 
your essay. After you provide your evidence (statistic, 
quote, etc.) analyze it for your reader in another 
sentence. In other words, explain to your reader why 
this evidence proves your point.

Example 1:
Secondhand smoke exposure in children can result 
in respiratory infection and hospitalization. In the US, 
approximately 15,000 children are hospitalized each 
year due to secondhand smoke exposure. (statistic) 
Hundreds of thousands of cases of bronchitis and 
pneumonia could be prevented if parents smoked 
outside. This includes smoking outside one’s 
vehicle. (analysis)

Example 2:
Cloth diapering reduces the amount of waste that 
goes into landfills. In a house that uses disposables, 
approximately 50% of household waste is made up 
of single-use diapers. (statistic) While cloth diapers 
can be passed down through many children, it 
takes hundreds of years for disposable diapers 
to decompose. (fact) In other words, disposable 
diapers will live much longer than the baby who 
wore them. (analysis)

TASK 6

Choose one topic that interests you from the list 
below. Provide evidence to back up the claim made 
in the topic sentence. This task will require some 
research. Your teacher may ask you to do your 
research outside of class time.

Topic sentences to choose from:

 Smoking: In addition to being physically  
addictive, smoking is a social habit. 

 Hiking: Hiking downhill is hard on the  
body in a different way than hiking uphill.

 Diapers: Like disposables, cloth diapers  
are harmful to the environment.

 Body image: Barbie dolls cause girls to  
become self-conscious about their body image.

1. Fact: 

 

2. Statistic: 

 

3. Quote or Testimonial: 

 

4. Real-Life Example:
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Components of Body Paragraphs, continued

Quotations

In writing and speaking, you will often use somebody else’s words to help 
support your main points. In a literary or research essay, you will use 
quotes frequently. In other types of essays, you won’t use as many. 

Indirect Quotes:  

An indirect quote is a summary or paraphrased (put 
into your own words) version of another person’s 
words. Quotation marks aren’t used. It is a good rule 
of thumb to use more indirect quotes than direct 
quotes in an essay. 
 

• President Obama said his children  
motivated him to quit smoking. 

• According to President Obama, his  
children motivated him to quit smoking. 

• The president often remarks that his  
children motivated him to quit smoking.

Direct Quotes:  

A direct quote refers to the exact words written or 
spoken by someone else. Direct quotes are set within 
double quotation marks. 

•  “The fact is, quitting smoking  
is hard,” said President Obama.

•  President Obama said,  
“The fact is, quitting smoking is hard.” 

•  President Obama asked Americans to  
join the Great American Smokeout:  

“The fact is, quitting smoking is hard.”

Note: In a formal research paper, you will also have to cite  
your sources, whether you use direct or indirect quotes.

Example:
(looking at an article about dolphins)  

Frank Fish claims that dolphins are ten times stronger 
than human athletes. (indirect quote) Fish has done a 
lot of research on dolphin speed. He says, “The flukes 
are essentially wings.” (direct quote) 

Note: When you say a quote out loud, you can say the 
word “quote” or the phrase “and I quote” before it starts: 

“He says, and I quote, ‘The flukes...’ ” Alternatively, you can 
make air quotes with your fingers.

TASK 7

Work with a partner. Gather a few texts such as 
magazine articles, newspaper articles, or books. Take 
turns introducing quotations orally from these texts. 
Quote the author indirectly and directly out loud. The 
more you practice this orally, the easier it will be to use 
direct and indirect quotes in your writing.  Try not to 
use “said” or “says” every time.

Alternatives to “says”:

declares
claims

argues
writes

adds
remarks

states
suggests
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Components of Body Paragraphs, continued
Summary or Closing Sentences – Optional

Some teachers will ask you to include a closing 
sentence for each body paragraph. This should be 
a short sentence that restates the main point of 
the paragraph. 

A closing sentence is necessary if you are only 
submitting a one-paragraph assignment. In a well-
organized, full-length essay it is optional, and may 
seem redundant.

Examples: 

• People who are exposed to secondhand  
smoke are essentially passive smokers. 

• Cloth diapers are the most eco-friendly choice.

Comprehension Check-In
Work with a partner and answer the following 
questions based on the lesson so far.

1.   How is an essay like a sandwich or a human body? 

2. What is a controlling idea? 

3.  What are the main components  
of a body paragraph? 

4.  Where does a topic sentence belong in an essay?

5.  What are some transitional phrases  
that can be used to introduce examples  
that support a main point?

6.  What should you do after you provide  
a statistic or fact in a body paragraph? 

7.  What alternatives can you use beside  
“says” when writing indirect or direct quotes?

BEFORE STARTING YOUR BODY

Does each body paragraph have one main focus?
Did you use transitions between paragraphs?
Did you include a topic  
sentence for each paragraph? 
Did you use a good balance of transitional  
words and phrases within paragraphs? 
Did you provide enough evidence to  
support your claim in each paragraph?
Did you provide an analysis of your supporting 
evidence to ensure that your reader understands 
your point?
Does each paragraph relate to your thesis? 
Did you format direct and indirect quotes correctly? 
Did you include a summary sentence at the end of 
each paragraph if your teacher requested one?

A Checklist

Length  
 
Every sentence must count in a paragraph. Read your paragraphs 
carefully to make sure there aren’t any extra words or sentences. 
Can any of your long, wordy sentences be broken into two shorter 
ones? It is a good idea to vary your sentence length in order to keep 
your reader interested. 
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Writing Challenge
THE PERFECT BODY PARAGRAPH

Use what you’ve learned to write a body paragraph about how advertising 
affects body image. You may want to do a little brainstorming first. Try to 
imagine what your thesis would be. Don’t forget to include a transition 
from your invisible introductory paragraph. Be sure your paragraph only 
focuses on one main idea. Go through your checklist before and after you 
write your paragraph.

Note: If you wrote an outline 
and introductory paragraph in a 
previous ESL Library lesson, you can 
use your outlined topic to write three 
body paragraphs based on the topic 
you are writing about.  
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Lesson Objective
Review the lesson objective with your students.

Writing Warm-Up
Give your students some time to do a bit of writing on the topic 
provided (first impressions). Remind them that this is freewriting.  
They will not have to show anyone the writing, though you will discuss 
the content after. Discuss the follow-up questions in pairs or as a class.

Vocabulary Preview
Print copies of page 11 and cut out the strips, or have  
students do the matching exercise provided on page 1. 
1.  d
2.  e

3.  g
4.  b

5.  i
6.  f

7.  j
8.  c

9.  h
10.  a

Components of Body Paragraphs
Review the main components of a body paragraph. Challenge your 
students to try Task 1 and Task 2. You may want to assign the tasks for 
homework.

Task 1  
Individual Answers

Task 2
a)  A transitional phrase is missing.
b)  A topic sentence is missing.
c)  Some evidence (statistics) is provided.
d)   A brief analysis (weak) is provided. There could  

be a few more sentences analyzing the evidence.
e)  A summary sentence is provided.

Task 3
Work with your students to come up with a few possible lines that 
a  tour guide might say before taking tourists down a mountain. For 
example: “Just as there are safety precautions for hiking uphill, we 
also have some tips for heading downhill.” OR “LIke hiking uphill, it 
is important to pace yourself when going downhill.” Point out that 
a transition and focus can appear in one sentence.

Teachers’ Answer Key
LESSON DESCRIPTION: 
In this lesson, students learn tips for writing 
body paragraphs. Students learn about the main 
components of body paragraphs and practice 
writing their own. They also learn about transitional 
phrases and topic sentences. 

NOTE: 
We recommend using ESL Library’s How to  
Brainstorm, How to Write an Outline, and How to  
Write an Introductory Paragraph before trying this 
lesson. This is a suggestion, not a prerequisite. 

LEVEL: Intermediate – Advanced
TIME:   2–3 hours
TAGS:    writing, paragraph, 

body, paragraphs, 
evidence

Task 4  
Individual Answers

Chart and Task 5
Read through the chart together. Tell your students to take out their 
chart whenever they are writing paragraphs and essays. Encourage  
your students to add more transitional words and phrases on the 
back of their paper as they come across them in their reading. 

Punctuation Rules
You can decide whether or not to go over comma and semicolon 
placement with transitional words and phrases now or later.  
Here are a few tips to share with your students. 

1.  Transitional phrases appear at the beginning  
of a sentence and are followed by a comma.  
Example: In conclusion, a cloth diaper service is the  
most economical choice for new parents in my region. 

2.  A comma cannot be used to connect two independent clauses.  
This creates a run-on sentence. The writer must choose a 
semicolon or a period. Example: The hill was very steep; as a result, 
the hiker fell and broke her ankle. OR The hill was very steep. As a 
result, the hiker fell and broke her ankle. (NOT: The hill was very 
steep, as a result the hiker fell and broke her ankle.) 

3.  A comma is placed before a coordinating conjunction (and, but, 
so, yet). Example: President Obama enjoyed smoking, yet his kids 
motivated him to quit.  
 
If the two clauses are very short, the comma may 
be omitted. Example: I don’t smoke but my parents do. 
 
If the two clauses have the same subject and the subject is 
omitted from the second clause, do not use a comma before 
the coordinating conjunction. Example: I ate the cheeseburger 
and enjoyed every minute of it.

4.  If a transitional word or phrase appears in the middle of a 
clause, set it off with commas. This is considered non-essential 
information. If you took it away, the sentences would still make 
sense. Example: The exhausted climbers, nevertheless, returned for 
a second day of hiking. 
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Comprehension Check-In
1. An essay is like a sandwich or a human body  

because the main substance is in the middle. 
2. A controlling idea is the main focus of a paragraph.  
3. The main components of a body paragraph are a 

transitional sentence/topic sentence stating the focus, 
evidence or proof of one’s claim, analysis for the reader, 
and an optional summary sentence. 

4. A topic sentence belongs at the beginning of a body paragraph. 
It may be the second sentence if it is not incorporated with a 
transitional sentence. 

5. Transitional phrases that can be used to introduce 
examples that support a main point are for instance,  
for example, to illustrate, and such as. 

6. After you provide a statistic or fact in a body paragraph you  
should analyze it for the reader. Explain how it proves your point.

7. Instead of “says” you can use declares, claims,  
argues, writes, adds, remarks, states, or suggests.

Writing Challenge
It is always helpful when teachers take part in the writing assignments. 
Why not work on your own paragraph as your students are working on 
their own? Consider writing about Lammily as a possible topic. You can 
find some information about this Barbie alternative on our blog. 
http://www.esl-library.com/blog/2014/03/07/barbie-vs-lammily/

A Checklist
Go through the checklist with your students. 

SPELLING NOTE: 
This lesson shows the American spelling of the word Practice.  
Most other English-speaking countries spell it this way: Practise 
(when used as a verb; Practice when used as a noun).  Make it a 
challenge for your students to find this word in the lesson and 
see if they know the alternate spelling.

Teachers’ Answer Key, continued
Components of Body Paragraphs, cont.
Task 6
Give students time to work on their research in class if they have 
mobile devices or access to a library, or assign this task for homework. 
You may want to give your students some model essays to work with. 
Have them circle the “evidence” and “analysis”. Ask them to tell you the 
different types of evidence that they find (facts, statistics, quotations, 
testimonials, personal anecdotes, etc.). 

Task 7
Students will need some texts to work with for this part. Have them 
practice orally so that they can get used to the idea of quoting directly 
and indirectly. 

Note: Now may or may not be the right time to address citation with 
your students. A detailed list of your students’ cited works will appear at 
the back of a formal paper. A citation after a direct or indirect quote will 
look something like these examples:  

1.  Michelle Obama said her husband’s children  
motivated him to quit smoking. (Wallace, iVillage)

2.  “The motivation came from two young women:  
daughters Malia, 14, and Sasha, 11.” (Wallace, iVillage)

3.  “An average child will go through several thousand diapers  
in their life.“ (“Diaper,” Wikipedia: The Free Encyclopedia) 

Later, in your students’ reference page (Works Cited, Footnotes, or 
Bibliography) they’ll include more information about the work cited. 

For example: 
Wallace, K. (2012, August 21). How Malia and Sasha Helped  
the President Kick His Smoking Habit. [Blog post]. Retrieved from  
http://www.ivillage.com/michelle-obama-how-malia-and-sasha-helped-
president-obama-quit-smoking/8-a-481970

Watch for an upcoming lesson plan on Citation in our Writing section.

http://www.esl-library.com/blog/2014/03/07/barbie-vs-lammily/
http://www.ivillage.com/michelle-obama-how-malia-and-sasha-helped-president-obama-quit-smoking/8-a-481970
http://www.ivillage.com/michelle-obama-how-malia-and-sasha-helped-president-obama-quit-smoking/8-a-481970
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Extra Vocabulary Practice (Optional)
Write definitions in your own words. Cut up these vocabulary strips. 
Challenge a partner to match the vocabulary to your definition. 

transitional phrase

evidence

choppy

smooth

declarative

take a stand

testimonial

rule of thumb

citation

redundant
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